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Ace Toronto Meet-Up Notes
Racism and Asexuality Discussion – March 26, 2016

Nine people present, six white and three self-identified POC + 2 ASL interpreters

-- Reading of respect guidelines (https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/)

Question from facilitator: Who here identifies as POC/racialized?

Acknowledgement that these identities can be ascribed to people without their consent

Someone said they had always felt comfortable identifying as a POC because they grew up in a diverse 
community

Someone else said they had felt disconnected from their culture growing up, had not had opportunities 
to learn about their culture or share it with others, felt it was erased in their communities

Question from facilitator: How have you interacted with aces of colour?

Comment that on the internet you don’t always know the racial identities of the people you’re talking to

Account of unacknowledged racist dynamics at the Asexual Outreach conference in June

A discussion about reclaiming the q-slur became a conversation about violence inscribed on 
bodies, and troubling the usefulness and feasibility of “visibility” as a goal for aces; a black 
woman sharing her experiences and thoughts was talked over and criticized by white men, and 
the relevance of race to the conversation was not acknowledged

Account of tension around discussion of race at World Pride conference in 2014

At the trans caucus, people tried to bring up race, but the group avoided the topic

Discussion of racist arguments on AVEN making POC feel unwelcome on the site

Someone brought up a recent selfie campaign on tumblr to raise visibility of aces of colour

Discussion of the lack of attention to racialized hypersexualization and desexualization and their impact 
on aces of colour

Discussion about challenging the community’s emphasis on visibility

Is that achievable, when asexuality is not by nature a visible identity?

Are visibility goals more helpful to white people than POC?

Discussion of religion and assumptions about spirituality

POC described experiences of being assumed to be religious and having conflicts with religious families 

e.g. Catholic racialized family who don’t know much about sexuality 
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Question from facilitator: What kinds of media representations do you want? 

Examples of existing representation

“Aces” youtube series

White character on Sirens (created by Denis Leary)

Trope of the White Male Asexual Genius

“All or Nothing” comics – Someone on tumblr suggested a comic about an ace and a pansexual 
person living as roommates, and someone else drew art for the concept, with two POC 
characters. There was a kickstarter to make a web series based on the concept, but it never got 
off the ground. 
http://allornothingweb.tumblr.com/

Sheldon on Big Bang Theory

Recently had sex on the show but is still basically ace (not interested in sex for its own 
sake, just willing to do it to make his partner happy)

Raj from Big Bang Theory as an Indian character desexualized for comedic effect

Possibly in a queerplatonic relationship with Howard?

We talk more about Sheldon, even though both have potential to be considered ace 
representation (though both are also problematic)

Troy and  Abed from Community as a queerplatonic couple?

The Doctor (from Doctor Who) as another white male “ace” character

Problems with attributing aceness to characters of colour in the context of racialized desexualization

More characters of colour, and more ace and aro characters, would make room for more varied 
representation

Less of the “sex/romance as happy ending” trope
Or as comedy

Facilitator question: How has being or not being racialized affected your experience/expression of gender and 
how does that relate to aceness?

Assumption that nonbinary means skinny, white, androgynous

Experiences of getting misgendered no matter how “out” you are

Even when parents’ native language doesn’t have gendered language

Safeness of presenting as masculine-of-center

http://allornothingweb.tumblr.com/
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Not “supposed” to engage with femininity as nonbinary

“Gender neutral” clothing stores mostly masculine type clothing

Having to come out repeatedly to family

Family understanding binary trans people but not nonbinary genders

Colonialism and gender

Lack of access to precolonial gender systems, precolonial heritage generally

Imposition of gender binary by European colonization

Language differences

In Japan, asexuality and aromanticism are very tied; the language is even less open to separating

Cultural sharing between ace communities is rare

Discussion of assumptions that asexuality is connected with religious beliefs

POC described having people assume their nonsexuality had to do with religion

Some people described experiencing less assumptions about religion in ace communities

A couple of white people described having people assume their asexuality was connected with their 
atheism

Comment that atheism is seen as a “white thing” and this might be because it’s perceived as a “trendy 
youth” thing, and “trendy youth” are presumed white

Some experiences of cultural coercion into Christianity in immigrant communities

Marginalization of religion in ace spaces, tend to be secular and assume atheism

This could lead to marginalization of POC who are culturally invested in religion

Whiteness as an unquestioned default in “safe spaces”

A-Positive, an older online community, was initially a good space

Now it’s full of white men who don’t believe in privilege

Discussion online of the cultural inappropriateness of having a word for non-aces 

Some objections to using a particular word for non-aces, because it might attribute sexual experiences to 
POC in ways that perpetuate racialized hypersexualization

But there’s also the argument that we need the language to talk about ace experiences as distinct from 
non-ace experiences
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Western colonial/neoliberal hyperfocus on “identity” plays into this as well

Japanese communities are struggling to create their own framings of these ideas instead of just importing English 
language frameworks

AVEN is US-based and mainstream ace politics are very America-centred

Infantilization of non-American cultures and countries, idea that American aces need to “educate” people

Not enough discussion of non-Western ways of thinking about sexuality, in which Western frameworks 
about asexuality may or may not make sense

White young people finding ways to express/define ourselves, and feeling compelled to “give” those ideas
to everyone, without questioning whether they’re useful to everyone

People thinking we have to understand something for it to be real, not being open to accepting other 
experiences when they don’t make sense to us

Emphasis on attraction-based, “born this way” identities contributes to an individuallzed discourse that erases 
systemic racial violence and critiques of desire’s social and cultural roots

Pressure to talk about ace issues without bringing up race – “we’re not talking about race right now”

Erasure of the constant relevance of race and whiteness to the conversation


